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ABSTRACTS

(1)Chinese Socialist Party Politics in the Process of Modernization

Wang Shaoxing·4·

Modernization hastened the birth of party politics，and party politics dominates

modernization in turn．The intergrowth and interaction between party politics and

modernization represent the great logic of the evolution of human civilization in

modern timeS．The obj ectivity of China’S modernization implies the historical

necessity of its party politics，and its national and epochal character have led to the

growth of Chinese party politics with socialist characteristics in an irreversible

developmental trend．In the past 1 00 years，with the historic theme O{the great

renewal of the Chinese nation and during China’S revolutionary process and the

extensive practice of building socialism with Chinese characteristics and constructing a

modern country，Chinese socialist party politics has integrated its own values with

China’S modernization and played a leading role with a distinctive“fundamental value

orientation．”“precondition of theoretical guidance，” “dominant institutional

support。⋯‘purposeful value traction power，”and“crucial political security”；it has

profoundly changed the developmental course of China’S history with the strongest

value pursuit，the most unique practice and the most significant contribution to

civilization：and it has achieved the great historical change of Chinese society’S efforts

to modernize．which in turn has deeply influenced world epochal changes．This is not

only the core symbol of the experiential integration and theoretical creation Of the

interaction between socialist party politics and China’S modernization，but also the

kev support and value guide for building the Communist Party of China into a

powerful political party across the world，and thus building China into a modern power．

(2)Humanism in the Era of Artificial Intelligence Han Shuifa·25·

Scientific and technotogical advances such as artificial intelligence and gene editing

are currently developing rapidly and reaching all levels of human society．This not only

poses great challenges to human intelligence and its unique status，but also 1eads tO

changes in the nature of human beings．In the face of the urgent pressure imposed by

the continuous advances in artificial intelligence and the impact of the changes taking

place in human nature，current opinion iS divided and contradictory；it rejects the

necessity of human change，but its passively pessimistic and failed mentality is

powerless against the possible prospects of artificial intelligence．These challenges

and phenomena have forced people to rethink basic philosophical issues concerning

humanity，and have re-energized the core concerns of humanism．Today’S humanism

·204·
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emphasizes that while we recognize．invent and manufacture artificial intelligence and

other technologies and constantly upgrade them，we continue to enhance and improve

our own intellectual abilities．From now on，we must consciously observe and

enhance our own evolution．Such development and evolution evince the trend in

today’S economy toward cuhural and physical unity．It iS on this basis that we can

adopt a positive view of the challenging prospects before humanity．

(3)The r11lird Turn of W骼tel311 Hermeneutics--From Habermas to Ricoeur

He Weiping · 45 ·

Paul Ricoeur likened the two turns in Western hermeneutics--from partial to

general hermeneutics．and from methodological tO ontological hermeneutics--to a

second Copernican revolution．We believe that hermeneutics iS undergoing a third

turn。i．e．the combination of hermeneutics with epistemology and methodology，

represented by Habermas and Ricoeur．Habermas pioneered this turn．which has

been developed further by Ricoeur．One could say that this iS a return tO Dihhey at a

higher level，in a development that has a broad and profound meaning today．

(4)Improving the Efficiency of Enterprise Technology Application and Strengthening

the Construction of Human Capital Li Jing，Liu Xiahui and Nan Yu·63·

Our research explored the micro-foundation of innovation-driven high-quality

economic development，building a growth model of enterprise technological progress

and taking human capital allocation as the entry point for portraying the balanced

option of investment in enterprise R&D plus efficient application of technology．

together with the optimal growth path determined by this choice．Our findings show

that improving the efficiency of enterprise technology application can promote the

effective allocation of human capital：hence it iS an important condition for selecting

the optimal growth path．The successful implementation of this program requires

that government develop new growth points and new momentum for high-quality

economic development and optimize allocation of human resources by actively

promoting the effective supply of modern service industries(science，education，

culture。health，sports，etc．)that foster and build up human capital at the macro-

structurallevel and by realizing the in-depth integration of advanced manufacturing

and modern service i nd,astries．

(5)Performance Evaluation of Government Financial Revenue：A Value Tool for

Realizing the Policy of Cutting Taxes and Administrative Charges

Zheng Fanghui and Fei Rui·85·

Finance is the foundation of national governance，and the tax burden is the

setting that quantifies the degree to which government rules for the people．The

objective requirements of a proactive fiscal policy of cutting taxes and administrative

·205·
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charges are reviewing policy logic，evaluating policy performance，and driving policy

implementation．Since the soft constraints on government finance are the main cause

of increases in the macro tax burden，implementing a strategic plan Of overall budget

performance management and performance evaluation of government financial

revenue．combined with instrumental and value rationality，provides a limiting

mechanism and a system of standards for rationally curbing the unrestrained nature O{

government revenue maximization and for reconstructing national governance

relationship．In this system，the cost of the burden of taxes and administrative

charges reflects an orientation toward results，while tax pam foregrounds an

orientation toward degree of satisfaction．The two become key indicators and

important dimensions of evaluation．As is evident from both theory and experience，

to avoid the“North paradox，”stimulate popular dynamism，and reverse engmeer

institutional reform，performance evaluation of government revenue can serve as a

corrective mechanism for errors and biases in government financial policy-making and

as a way of gauging tax 1evels．This will effectively curb tax increases，reduce the

cost of taxes and administrative charges and lessen tax pain，as well as increasing the

credibility and administrative capacity of public finance．

(6)Multilateral Trade，Market Rules and the Pricing of Technical Standards

MaⅥde·106·

The interactive use of technology hastens the adoption of technical standards，

and trade in technical standards licensing is an important part of global multilateral

trade．The pricing rules for unilateral technical standards have led tO a 1arge number

of 1awsuits，overwhelming technology-based market entities and giving them no time

to upgrade thei r economic structures．The implementation of technical standards

requires a fair．reasonable and non-discriminatory multilateral trade system．As the

legal form of technical standards，the pricing rules for standard—essential patent

1icensing fee are core contents of the rules of multilateral trade in technology．The

existing pricing rules show that different countries are engaged in actively or passively

formulating self-interested unilateral rules outside the multilateral trade system，

resulting in the fragmentation of technical standard pricing rules．Integrating

technical pricing rules with market factors，reshaping the functions of the multilateral

trade system．modernizing the rules of multilateral trade，and increasing the

adaptability of the multilateral trade system in relation to global value chains are

feasible solutions to pricing rule conflicts．China is a beneficiary and participant in the

open economy．It should advocate the establishment of market—based standard—

essential patent pricing rules SO that countries with different 1evels of development

can share in the fruits of the technological revolution under the multilateral trade

svstem．This will promote global equilibrium and inclusive and universal

development．and will thus contribute Chinese wisdom and a Chinese solution for the

building of a community of shared future for mankind．

· ≯06 ·
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(7)Selection of a Model for Civil Law Protection of Personal Information

Wang Cheng·124·

Despite lts safety and convenience，modern technology has turned out to be an

alienating force independent of human beings．The relationship between roodern

technology and human development furnishes the macro—background for the

discussion O±personal information protection issues．China’S legislation on personal
information protection emphasizes public law at the expense of private law；it lacks
the rules-based support of basic civil law．In the legal system，civil 1aw is an

Important means and basic norm for protecting the subject character of human

beings；It can provide systematic support for the protection of personalinformation．
Formulation of the corresponding legislation should distinguish between the

protection o±personal information and the protection of data：should establish

independent control of personal information by the information agent：and should
reinforce the position of the weaker side in the interest relationship．In the selection

of a model of civillaw protection of personal information，the models of indirect

protection and 1egalinterest protection both have flaws；the rights protection modeliS

more suited to China’S legislative and j udicial realities．The right to personal
information can be embedded in the existing normative system of personality rights to

ensure the internal harmony of the legal system．The personality rights section of t he

Civil Code should adopt the rights protection model．

(8)The Situational Legitimacy of Social Organizations from

Construction
the Perspective of Social

Deng Yanhua·147

Social organizations can indeed play a role in the process of social construction．

but their actual effects depend on situational factors．We put forward the concept of

situational legitimacy based on ananalysis of the interaction between social

organlzatnons and various community members and on this basis explore the

characteristics Ol contemporary social organizations participating in social

construction．Situational legitimacy means that when social organizations that enjoy
overall legitimacy carry out specific proj ects，they need to get recognition and support

from the recipients of their services and grass-roots elites．Social organizations with a

high reputation usually have their projects supported；they develop cooperation with

powerful community elites and even achieve initial results．But a social organization’S

reputation does not always help it maintain situational legitimacy．On one hand．the

organization’S good reputation may well raise the expectations of service recipients
and constrain its strategic choices，thus leaving the recipients dissatisfied and losing
their recognition and support；On the other，an organization with a good reputation

possesses autonomy and bargaining power．However，when the exercise of these

advantages exceeds the limits of tolerance of powerful community elites．the power

relationship will deteriorate and the organization’S situational legitimacy will fade

away．Having lost the recognition and support of both the service recipients and the

powerful community elites will mean that the organization’S projects will not be

· 207·
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sustainable and the corresponding social construction will be hard to take forward．

(9)r11le Modern Transformation of Traditional Chinese Poetic Education and Its

Contemporary Legacy Fang Chang’an·167·

With the May Fourth New Culture Movement．education in poetry lost its

erstwhile position as an orthodox Confucian tradition and fell from sight．no longer

visible in conscious activity and the discourse system．But it never disappeared：

modern poets inherited its political ethic and spirit．and inspired by the New Culture’S

enlightenment and the revolutionary mobilization of society，they deconstructed the

Confucian classic。The Book 0f Songs．Traditional poetic education thus 10st the

master copy on which it was based，clearing a space for New Culture enlightenment

and the appearance on the scene of New Poetry．This led to the construction of a

system of poetics featuring modern poetic education．In the context of the attack on

tradition，such education could only participate indirectly in the construction of New

Poetry courtesy of modern cultural enlightenment and the revolutionary mobilization

of society．This meant that the new poets failed to deal with the relationship between

the native tradition and the experience of Western poetry，the relationship between

the creation of New Poetry and indigenous historical writing，etc．This narrowed the

space for modern New Poetry’S cultivation of the personality and cultural

construction．Today．we should take a stand on national cultural self-confidence and

reexamine the poetic education tradition，excavate its essence，interpret its value，

deal correctly with the relationship between inheriting and creating，and construct a

contemporary poetic education culture infused with a consciousness of historical

responsibility．

(10)Local Elites and Historical Change in Grass-roots Social Governance Mechanisms
in the Late Qing Wang Xianming·185·

The Daoguang and Xianfeng reigns saw the emergence of a local governance

system based on local elites in Chinese society．This historical trend to some extent

undermined the convention that“officials cannot hold positions in their native place．”

A local social governance model was developed in whichthe local gentry acted on their

own under official supervision，weakening the traditional system of officials and local

clerks and runners．Although regulations for this“invisible system”varied at the

local 1evel，the trend toward management of local affairs by local gentry was

generally consistent．More importantly．the remit of local gentry in dealing with local

affairs was very broad，going far beyond the scope of the old system of officials and

their subordinates．With the implementation of new policies in the 1ate Qing，local

elites had greater authority over 10cal affairs than the“old administration：”their

construction of local autonomy initiated the modern transformation of local

governance·
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